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1. INTRODUCTION 
A local theorem, in a simple form, states that, whenever all the finitely 
generated subalgebras of any algebraic system A have a property 2; then A 
has 2. 2 is then said to be a local property. A more general type of local 
theorem is obtained by abstracting certain properties of the collection / of 
finitely generated subalgebras and using these properties to define the 
notion of a local system of A. Different properties of 2 give rise to inequiva- 
lent concepts of local systems. For example, a collection 9 of subsets of a set 
S is 
1.8. An L, system of S provided u 9 = S and 5? is directed by 
inclusion. 
1 .I. AnI& system of S provided U 2 = S and every finite subset of S 
is contained in some member of 9. 
Assume that the concept of a I’ system has been defined. 
1.2. A property 2 is r-local provided: whenever any algebra A has a 
I’ system of 2 subalgebras, then A has L’. 
Any L, system is also an La system, and hence every La-local property is 
&-local. However, there are LX-local properties which are not La-local. The 
well known technique of Mal’cev is especially useful in proving many&-type 
local theorems [6]. 
In this paper we shall abstract properties from the collection of all countable 
subalgebras of an algebra. Our concern is with properties which hold of an 
algebra provided they hold of enough countable subalgebras. The types of 
systems to be considered are given below. 
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Let V be a collection of subsets of S. 
1.3. V is a C, system of S if lJ % = S and V is countably directed, 
that is, for every sequence Ki ,..., K, ,... in %?, there is some K E V such that 
K, _C K for all n. 
1.4. if is a C system of S if (1) V is an L, system of S, (2) every 
K E %? is countable, and (3) if Kl _C **. c K, C ... are in %‘, then uzzT=, K, E 97. 
By use of the directedness property and the chain property, it is easily seen 
that, for any C system % of S and countable T c S, there is some K E 9? 
such that T _C K. Since members of % are countable, it follows that %? is 
countably directed. Thus, every C system is a C, system. It will be shown 
(3.1) that the intersection of two C systems of S is again a C system of S. This 
motivates the definition 
1.5. %+‘- is a weak C system of S provided (1) every K E %K” is countable 
and (2) YV has a member in common with each C system of S. 
Weak C systems will be called W systems. Every C system is a W system 
by 3.1, and every W system is a C, system. To see this, given any countable 
T C S, let q(T) = {K 2 S 1 K is countable and T C K}. U(T) is a C system 
of S. Any W system of S thus has a member K such that T C K. 
More generally, 
1.6. r is a type of local system if (1) every set has a r system, (2) if & is 
a r system of S, then U % = S, and (3) .F systems of sets are preserved 
by set bijections. 
Thus& , L, , C, , C, and Ware types of local systems. 
In addition to the concept of a r-local property, we also define the following. 
1.7. Z is a r-downward property of algebras if every Z algebra has a 
r system of Z subalgebras. 
1.8. Z is a r-closed property if it is both I’-local and r-downward. 
1.9. r(Z) denotes the class of all algebras possessing a r system of Z 
subalgebras. 
Thus, .Z is r-local iff r(Z) C 2, and ,Z?Y is r-downward iff ,Z C r(Z). In 
general, we do not distinguish properties and classes of algebras. 
In this paper several set-theoretic techniques will be developed for dealing 
with C and W systems. The main tool, 3.3, is a sort of regressive function 
theorem quite similar to others in the literature [2]. These will be used to 
prove a variety of countable local theorems both from universal algebra and 
from group theory (see Section 2). 
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.Literatuure 
A systematic study of countable local properties seems to have begun with 
Baer [l]. Baer discusses properties Z of groups satisfying: If all the countable 
subgroups of a group G have 2, then G has 2:. He calls such properties 
countably recognizable. All properties discussed satisfy .Z = Z ( 
closure). Baer’s main result concerns classes of groups defined by the 
of ascending mvariant series. 
The discussion of countable local theorems is carried on by 33. 
[II], 6. Sabbagh [IZ], and R. E. Phillips [7]. Neumann is co 
varietal and residual properties of algebras and groups. Among his results 
is the tbeorem that residual finiteness of algebras is a Cr-local property. 
Neumann and Sabbagh use the phrase “countable character” to describe 
such properties. Sabbagh gives a model-theoretic generalization of this 
result, as well as a metamathematical notation in which any ty of 
countable character may be expressed. Both Neumann and S deal 
exclusively with classes Z satisfying SZ = Z. 
Phillips discusses varietal questions similar to Neumann’s but also takes 
an interest in certain classes Z for which s.Z # X, and in downward type 
theorems. Pt is shown that the classes of simple (respectively, characteristically 
simple) groups are C-downward (see 1.7). These same results, proved by 
means of infinitary logic, can be found in Kopperman and Mathias [I?], 
Downward type theorems are generally useful in establishing countable 
local theorems, even for properties satisfying A’ = Z. Thus, Sabbagh [12] 
makes use of the Lowenheim-Skolem theorem in generalizing Neumann’s 
result. This logical tool can be stated conveniently as follows: Every first 
order structure has a C system of elementary substructures. Thus even in 
the context of the above papers, the concept of a C system has relevance. 
When deahng with classes for which s,Z + Z, the use of C and W systems in 
formulating theorems seems quite naturai. 
We will digress to give a proof in which a downward theorem can be used 
nicely to obtain a countable local theorem. First some definitions. 
1 .lO. An algebra A has countable type if A has countably many 
constants, operations, and relations. 
1.1%. A is in the class res A’ if for every pair x # y E A, there exists 
a congruence N of A such that x + y and A/- E Z. 
1.12. A E A! (monolithic) if there exist x f y E A such that x my 
for all proper congruences N on A. 
The following downward result will be proved later (3.8): If A has countable 
type and A E A, then A has a C system of ~3’ subalgebras. 
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We will now prove the following. 
1.13. Let ,Z’ be a countably recognizable class such that SZ = Z. 
Suppose A has countable type and A/w E C,(res .Z) for every congruence N 
on A. Then every Al- E res .Z. 
Proof. Clearly, it is sufficient to show A E res Z. Let x # y E A. There is 
a maximal congruence ,- on A subject to x + y. Clearly A/w E JY. Applying 
3.8, let %? be a C system of A/N of J&’ subalgebras. Since SE = 2, res 2 is 
s-closed. A/w has a C, system 9 of res .Z algebras, and, for each C E %‘, 
there exists D E 9 such that C C D. Hence, V _C res Z. But V _C &Y forces 
V _C Z. Hence, A/- E C(Z) = Z. This completes the proof. 
In [9], D. W. Kueker lists some metatheorems which are closely akin to 
the interests of the present paper. Kueker is largely concerned with giving 
a syntactical characterization, in a suitable infinitary language, of properties 
which are C-closed. In particular, 3.1 and a slightly weakened version of 3.2 
are listed in Kueker’s note. Many of our results can be placed within Kueker’s 
framework. It would be interesting to know to what extent possible applica- 
tions of 3.3 can be subsumed under Kueker’s results. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
2.1. Generalization of Baer’s Theorem 
In Section 4, we generalize a theorem of [I] to nonsubgroup closed classes. 
If G is a group, an invariant series of G is a collection Jlr = {N, 1 01 < p) 
of subgroups of G indexed by ordinals such that (1) N,, = 1, N, = 6, 
(2) each N, is normal in G, (3) if /3 < p is a limit ordinal, then N, = 
U {Nol j 01 < /3}, and (4) N,, _C N1 _C ... c N, . A factor of the series JV is any 
group of the form NE+i/N, , 01 < p. Let 2 be a class of groups. JV is called 
a 2 series if each factor of N is a 2 group. Z* is the class of all groups which 
possess an invariant ,Z’ series. We also make the following definitions: 
qZ = the class of all homomorphic images of 2 groups, 
n&Y = the class of all normal subgroups of Z groups. 
A specialization of Baer’s theorem states that, if sLT: = 2, qZ = Z, and Z 
is countably recognizable, then 21” is countably recognizable. We will 
generalize to the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose ns.E = 2, and Z is W-local. Then L’I* is W-local. 
To obtain an application of 4.1 not contained in Baer’s work, let 9 = the 
class of completely reducible groups without center. It is well known that 
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every group G possesses an 9 radical, 92(G), and an upper 2 radical, B?(G) 
(see [lo]). W e h ave r&2 = 37 and q9Z = B. Let B’” be the class of groups G 
for which G = 9”“(G). Then 5P = 921”. We will prove 
LEMtiIA 4.2. B is W-local. 
CoRoLLmY 4.3. .CP is W-local. 
Any W’-local class is, of course, C-local as well. It is probably worth 
mentioning that the class L?Z is not C,-local. Indeed, a group Eot in 92 can have 
a C1 system each member of which is the direct sum of two simple groups. 
The construction of such a group is given in [4]. 
2.2. Direct Decompositions of Groups 
It is quite possible for every countable subgroup of a group G to be a 
direct sum of “small” groups without G being so. This is amply illustrated 
in the theory of Abelian groups. In Section 5 it is shown that this phenomenon 
does not occur if G is centerless. 
Let 2,’ be a class of groups. DS .Z is the class of all groups which are direct 
sums of z1 groups (with any number of summands). e place the following 
conditions on Z: 
(*) (3) 2 is W-local, 
(2) G E 2 implies G is the normal closure of a finite subset, 
(3) G E 2 implies G has no center. 
9 denotes the class of directly indecomposable groups. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose 2 satisfies (*). Then DS(Z 17 9) is W-local. 
This theorem contains 4.2 as a corollary, taking 2 = class of non-Abelian 
simple groups. Further applications are given in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let ZI = class of indecomposable, centerless, jkitely generated 
groups; let Z2 = class of centerless groups with the maxakal ~0~d~t~Qn 01z 
normal subgroups. Thelz DS Z; and DS 2$ aTe W-local. 
2.3. Ca&dity of Automorphism Groups 
Let A be any algebra, and aut A its automorphism group. j S 1 will denote 
the cardinality of a set S. The automorphic character of A is defined as 
a(A) = the smallest cardinal 0 satisfying: there is some 5’ C A such that 
1 S / = o and, for every T E aut A, T(X) = x for all x E S implies 
T = IA. 
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A set S as above is called an a-subset of A. Any automorphism is determined 
by its action on an a-subset. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose A is countably injinite. If u(A) = K, , then / aut A 1 = 
2*o. If al(A) is$nite, then / aut A j < X, . 
This lemma is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 in [8]. 
LEMMA 6.2. The class of algebras of-finite automorphic character is W-local. 
This will be used to deduce the first part of Theorem 6.3. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let 2 be the class of algebras A satisfying j aut A j < 1 A I. 
Then 2 is W-local but not W-closed. 
The second part of 6.3 will be a consequence of 6.1 and 6.2 in conjunction 
with Lemma 6.4. 
LEMMA 6.4. There is a complete group G such that or(G) is irzjkite. 
A group is complete if it is centerless and each of its automorphisms is 
inner. The G in 6.4 will be a large symmetric group. 
We will also observe the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.5. The class of complete groups is W-local. 
2.4. Absolute Simplicity and Composition Systems 
A chain Y of subalgebras of an algebra A is a complete system of A if 
(1) both A and the trivial algebra E belong to Y, and 
(2) Y is closed under arbitrary application of n and U. 
Here E is the subalgebra generated by all the constant symbols. It is well 
known that a complete system of A can equivalently be defined by a transitive 
relation < on A - E satisfying 
(1) Forallx,yEA-Eeitherx<yory<xholds, 
(2) For every n-place operation f of A, and for all y, x, ,..., x, E A, 
*1 < y,..., x, < y implies f (x1 ,..., x,) < y or f (xl ,..., x,) E E. 
A jump of Y is a pair (H, K) such that H, K E Y, H C K, and, for all 
L~Y,HCLCKimpliesL=HorL=K.Foreachx~A-E,there 
is a unique,jump (H, , Kz) of 9 such that x E K, - H, . The relation < is 
obtained by comparing jumps which elements determine. Note that < is 
usually not antisymmetric. Given a transitive relation < on A satisfying (1) 
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and (2), a complete system of A is obtained by taking all unions and inter- 
sections of members of the chain (1, / a E A), 1, = {x E A : x < a> u E, 
and adjoining E and A if necessary. 
We must now use some notions from first order logic. Let L be the first 
order language for which A is a structure. Let L+ be the language obtained 
by adding a binary predicate < to L. Let @ be any set of universal sentences 
of LT. A relation < as above defines a @-system of A provided eaeb 9 E @ 
is satisfied in the structure (A, <). For example, assume A is a group. The 
sentence vpl = VaVy[ y < x ---f y $ y-%y] defines a normal system, that 
is, a system such that for every jump (H, K), His normal in K. 
A well known application of the Mal’cev technique states that the existence 
of a G-system in an algebra is a local property in the L, sense. See [5] and [ 
An application of Zorn’s lemma shows that any Q-system of A can be 
refined to a maximal Q-system of A. A maximal D-system of A will be called 
a @-composition system (CS) of A. If the only @-system of A is the chain 
(E, A), then A is called absolutely @-simple. Note that A may fail to 
absolutely Q-simple because A has no G-system at all. 
A group is absolutely simple if it is absolutely {&simple, that is, if it has 
no nontrivial normal system [3]. A composition system of a group is a 
maximal normal system. Thus, a normal system JI’ of a g 
for every jump (H, K) of JV”, K/H is absolutely simple. 
that the class of absolutely simple groups is properly contained in the class of 
simple groups. 
If Y is a complete system of A, and B is a subalgebra of A, define YB = 
{B n S 1 S E Ysp)* Sp, is a complete system of B. 
%3EOREM 7.1. Let Sp be a di-CS of an algebra A of ~o~~t~b~e type. Then A 
has a C system %? such that for all B E a%, YB is a @-CS of B. 
C~RQLLARV 7.2. Absolute @-simplicity is a C-dowazward property. 
Thus, any absolutely simple group has a C system of absolutely simple 
subgroups. This fact appears to be new. 
COROLLARY 7.3. Nonabsolute @-simplicity is a W-local pq~erty. 
Thus, if “enough” countable subgroups of a group G have nontrivial 
normal systems, so must 6. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We note that, in the definition of C system (1.Q condition (1) can be 
replaced by (1)‘: every countable subset of S is contained in a member of V. 
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LEMMA 3.1. The intersection of countably many C systems of S is a C system 
OfS. 
Proof. Let G?r ,..., +Zn ,... be C systems of a set S, and let V = nT=‘=, V . 
Every K E V is countable, and the union of a countable chain in V is again 
in 9. It will follow that % is a C system of S if, given any countable T _C S, 
there is some K E V such that T _C K. Let ml ,..., m, ,... be a sequence of 
positive integers such that every positive integer occurs infinitely often. 
Define T, = T and assume To _C ... C T,-, are defined and Ti E Vm, for 
1 < i < n - 1. Choose T, to be some member of Vm, such that T,-, c‘ T, . 
Clearly K = U,“=, T, E ‘%? and T 2 K. 
Let 0 be a function which assigns to each finite subset of S a C system of S. 
Define stab(u) = {K 2 S 1 for all finite F _C K, KE a(F)}. KE stab(o) is 
called u-stable. 
LEMMA 3.2. stab(o) is a C system of S. 
Proof. As in the proof of 3.1, for each countable T C S, we must find 
K E stab(a) such that T _C K. Define TO = T and assume TO _C ..* C T, are 
defined so that, if 0 < i < n - 1 andF _C Ti is finite, then T,+l E a(F). Define 
T lzfl to be some member of fi {a(F) j F a finite subset of T,} such that 
T, c Tn,, . It is evident that K = Uz==, T, E stab(c) and T C K. 
A subset of w1 (the first uncountable ordinal) is closed if it contains the 
least upper bound of each of its subsets. 
A subset of wr is called stationary if it intersects every closed and un- 
bounded subset of wr [2]. Every closed and unbounded subset of w1 is a C 
system of wr . It follows that every stationary subset of w1 is a W system. 
Likewise, any W system of wr whose members are ordinals is a stationary 
subset. It is shown in [ 151 that wr admits a partition into R, stationary subsets. 
Consequently, any set of power K, has a C system which can be partitioned 
into X, W systems. 
It is known [2] that any regressive function on a stationary subset S of wr 
is constant on some stationary subset of S. The following lemma is a general- 
ization of this. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Y#J’- be a W system of a set S and fey each K E YY let f (K) 
be a$nite subset of K. Then f is constant on some W system % _C V. 
Proof. Suppose there is no such a’. For each finite F C S, w(F) = 
{K E W / f(K) = F} is not a W system of S; so there is a C system V(F) 
of S such that w(F) n V(F) = m . Define u by o(F) = V(F). By 3.2 stab(u) 
is a C system of S. So there exists K E W n stab(u). Now K E %‘“( f (K)) and 
also K E u( f (K)) = V(f(K)). This gives a contradiction. 
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We also note the following properties of W systems. 
LEMMA 13.4. (I) The intersection of a W system of S with a C system of S 
is a W system of S. 
(2) ~f=~~U~~~Ur~~U~~~isuWsystemofS,then50me~~~~ 
is a w system of s. 
ProofS (I) follows by 3.1. To prove (2), suppose no Wn is a W system. 
Then there are C systems %‘% of S such that Wn n 92% = 0 I Hence 
W n In,“=, 9%) = @, a contradiction. 
If X is a set Xc will denote the collection of countable subsets of X. 
A function j: Xc + Yc will be called continuous if (1) B, c B, E X” * 
f(B,) Z f (B,), and (2) B, C ... C B, C 1.. E Xc * f( ;=I B,) = iJ;& f (E&). 
f covers Y if Uf(Xc) = Y. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose f : Xc + Ye is continuous and cozem Y. If ‘$F is any 
W system of X, then f (%V) is a W system of Y. 
Proof. Let % be a C system of Y. We will show that 
f-‘(V) = (B E Xc j f(B) E %?y> 
is a C system of X. It will then foilow that W nf-‘-(Qf) # 0, and so 
f(V) n %? f a:, showing f (W) to be a W system of Y. 
f -I(%?) is closed under countable increasing unions becausej is continuous. 
So we need only show that given T E Xc there is some I( ES-~(V) such that 
T C K. 
Let y E Y. Since f covers Y, choose B, G Xc SG that y Ef (B,). If Q E Y”, 
define g(Q) = (j {B, 1 y E Qj E Xc and choose Co E V? so that ,O 2 Co . AKow 
let TE Xc. Define 6T = T ug(C,(,)). Note that (1) T C 6T, and (2)J(T) _C 
G;(T) ~f@T). H ence, by iterating 6, we have “.. C J(WrT) C Cf(sn-ly) C 
f(PT) C ‘.. . Letting K = u,“=, 6”T, we have j(K) = u~=rJ(S~T) = 
ii;=1 CftGnT) E %7. Hence, T _C K E f -l(G?)+ This completes the proof. 
Let Z: be a class of algebras having countable type 7. b.Z will denote the 
class of all algebras of type 7 not in Z’. 
eEi%MA 3.6. (1) z is l/-local z# wz is C-downward. 
(2) Z is W-downward a3 ~-2 is C-local. 
(3) 2 is W-closed isf -2 is C-closed. 
Proof. (3) follows from (1) and (2) trivially; (1) and (2) can be proved 
similarly. We will prove the forward implication in (l), the other being easier. 
Assum.e .Z is W-local and let A E 47. If A qk C(-Z), then every C system 
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of A of subalgebras must have a .Z algebra in it. Since A has countable type, 
A has a C system of subalgebras. It follows that A has a W system of Z: sub- 
algebras, and, by our assumption, A E Z, a contradiction. 
It is possible for a class 2 to be C-closed while -2 is not C-closed (though 
~2 must be W-closed by 3.6). The existence of such a 2 is remarked in [9]. 
This can even occur when Z is a class of Abelian groups. 
We also observe the following without proof: The C-closed classes of 
type 7 are in one-to-one correspondence with the classes of countable 
r-algebras; this correspondence is given by F -+ C(Y) where F is any class 
of countable r-algebras. 
The next lemma follows easily from 3.4 (2). 
LEMMA 3.7. The union of countably many W-local classes is W-local. 
We now establish a fact used in Section 1. 
LEMMA 3.8. The class & of monolithic algebras of countable type is 
C-downward. 
Proof. We will show ~JZ’ is W-local. Suppose A has a W system Y$‘- of 
NJ& subalgebras. Let x f y E A. By 3.4 (I), we may assume x, y E W for all 
WE?@. Let WEYY. Since WE NJ& there is a proper congruence wrr,. on W 
such that x gs, y. Since m:w is proper, there exist uw # T+ E W such that 
UW-~V,. By 3.3, there is a W system % C YV such that the pair (uw , vw) = 
(~1, v) is the same for all WE a. Let w be the minimum congruence on A 
such that u m v. If x m y, then x mV y for some WE % since every finitely 
generated subalgebra of A is contained in some member of %. Hence x +& y 
and m is proper since u m v. This shows A E NJ&‘. 
4. GENERALIZATION OF BAER’S THEOREM 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Due to the assumption that qZ = Z, it is easily 
shown that G EZI* iff every nontrivial homomorphic image of G has a 
nontrivial normal Z subgroup. 
Now assume G has a W system %P” of ZI* subgroups. If 0 is any homo- 
morphism on G, 3.5 implies B(w) is a W system of B(G) of ZI* subgroups. 
In view of the above remarks, the theorem will be proved if we show that G 
has a nontrivial normal Z subgroup. xc denotes the smallest normal subgroup 
of G containing x. 
If 1 # K E YF, then there is 1 + N 4 K such that NE Z: Choose 
1 # x, E N. Since nsZ = L5’, xx” E 2. By 3.3, there is a W system @ C ?F 
such that X, = x is the same for all K E (%1(. If T E Ge, define f(T) = 
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(9 j t E T). Then f: Gc + (x~)~ is continuous and covers xc” By 3.5, f (G!) 
is a IV system of xc. For all K E %‘“, J(K) = xK E L’. Hence, xc E W(Z) C 2. 
This shows G E ZI* and so JV(Zf*) _C L‘I”. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Suppose G has a W system Y!Y of W subgroups. 
To show G ~92 it suffices to show that 1 # x E G :implies xG ~9. To this 
end let %‘“(x) = {K E V / x E K}. For each K E w(x) let PK be the (finite) 
set of nontrivial projections of x on the (unique) simple summands of K 
By 3.3 there is a 1%’ system 42 C w(x) such that PK = P is the same for all 
KE @‘. Say P = (x1 ,..., x,). For each K E 42 we have xIc = azIK @ ... @ x,~~ 
It follows that xG = xrc 0 ... 0 zcnGe For each 1 < i < TZ, xi:; = 
lJ (ziK I K E %!I and, since each ,xiK is non-Abelian simple, so is x,~. Hence 
XGE.9. 
Corollary 4.3 is immediate. 
5. DIRECT DECOMPOSITION OF GROWS 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We shah first prove some lemmas. Z(G), C,(M), 
FG are, respectively, the center of G, the centralizer of N in G, and the normal 
closure 0fF in 6, 
5.2. Let 2 be a W-local class of groups. Every group G has a C system 
%?I of subgroups such that, for all K E %Y, and finite F C K, FX E 2Y implies 
FCEL?Y‘. 
5.3. Every group G has a C system V, of subgroups such that, for all 
K E %Y2 and finite F C K, C,(FK) = K n C,(F). 
5.4. Every group G has a C system %‘, such that, for all K E %?a and 
finite F C K, K = (FK, CK(FK)) implies G = (PC, C,(FG)). 
5.5. Every group G has a C system %?:4 such that, for all K E V4 and 
finite F C K, FK n Z(K) = 1 implies FG n Z(G) = 1. 
5.6. Suppose G is a group and Ha subgroup such that El n Z(G) = 1, 
Then N is a direct summand of G iff G = (H, C,(H)). 
If G is a group, let D(G) = th e set of subgroups of G which are direct 
summands of G, and Q,(G) = the set of indecomposable members of D(G) 
5.7. Every G has a C system % with the following property: Suppose 
K E V and F, finite, _C K. If FK E D(K) and Z(P) = 1, then FG E D(G). 
5.8. Suppose Z(G) = 1. Then the members of D,(G) generate their 
direct sum in G, that is, I(G) = @ D,(G) exists. 
5.9. The class 9 is IV-local. 
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Proof of 5.2. If %‘r does not exist, there is a W system V of G of subgroups, 
and for each WE W, a finite F, C W such that FwW E 2 but FwG # LT. By 3.3, 
there is a W system & c W such that F, = F is the same for all WE @. 
Define f: Gc + (FG)c by f(X) = (g” j g E F, x E X). Since f is continuous 
and covers FG, 3.5 implies {Fw 1 W E @} is a W system of FG. Hence, 
FG E W(Z) _C 2, a contradiction. 
Proof of 5.3. Assuming the contrary and arguing as above, G has a W 
system % and a finite subset F such that Cw(Fw) 2 W n CG(FG) for all 
WE a. Choose xW E Cw(Fw) - CG(FG). By passing to another W system a, 
we may assume all the xw = x are the same. But then x E CG(FW) for all 
WE % implying x E C,(FG), contradiction. 
Proof of 5.4. Assuming the contrary, G has a W system W satisfying: 
For each WE W there is F w = F C W such that W = (FW, Cw(Fw)), but 
there exists g, $ (FG, CG(FG)). By 3.3, we may assume F, = F is the same 
for all WE W. By intersecting, we may assume W is contained in the C 
system 9, of 5.3. Choose WE ?W so that gF f W. Then gF +! (FG, CG(FG)) 2 
(F”, C,(FW)) = W. This is a contradiction. 
Proof of 5.5. This can be proved easily with the techniques already used. 
Proof of 5.6. Only (c) needs verification: Suppose G = (H, C,(N)). 
Then H d G. Since H n C,(H) C H n Z(G) = 1, we conclude G = 
H @ CG(H)- 
Proof of 5.7. Let %?a nd V, be the C systems of 5.4 and 5.5. In view of 5.6, 
%? = %?a n Y4 is the desired C system of G. 
Proof of 5.8. Suppose A, BED(G). Then G = A @ U = B @ V, 
where U = Co(A), I’ = C,(B). Let PI , P2 be the projections of B on A 
and U, respectively. Then V = C,(P,) @ C,(P,). But B = C,(V) C 
Pl @ Pz . This forces B = Pl @ Pz . If B is indecomposable, we have shown 
B C A or B C U. Also, Pz E D(B) s- Pz E D(G) * Pz E D(U). Hence, 
(A, B) = A @ Pz E D(G). 
Now suppose I1 ,..., 1, , B are distinct members of D,(G) and it has been 
shown that A = I1 @ ... @ 1, exists and A E D(G). By the above, either (1) 
C = I1 @ ... @1, @ B exists and ICED(G), or (2) BCI, @ ..* @I,. 
The possibility (2) is easily eliminated by showing B = I, for some 1 < k < n 
with an inductive argument. 
It now follows that any finite subset of D,(G) generates its direct sum. 
But this implies that @ D,(G) exists. 
Proof of 5.9. Suppose GE ~3, G = H @ K, H # 1, K # 1. The set 
(K ] K = U @ V, U a countable subgroup of H, V a countable subgroup of 
K} is a C system of G. This shows ~3 is C-downward. 
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Now we will prove Theorem 5.1. We may assume Z _C 9 since Z n 9 is 
W-local by 5.9. Let VI and %’ be the C systems given in 5.2 and 5.7. By our 
hypothesis G has a W system % C DS Z;. Let % = %‘r n %? hl a’. Each 
X E .B? is evidently centerless, implying Z(G) = 1. Let X E j%, say 
K = &=, Sg, Sg E 2. Then (Sz)G E 2 by 5.2 and (,Yjj)” E D(G) by 5.7. 
It follows that (Sg)G E D,(G). Since G = (5’2 j KE 3, n = I, 2,...), it 
fohows from 5.8 that G = @ ((Sg)G 1 K E SC?“, a = I,2 ,... >. 
Proof of the corollary. That DS .Zr is W-local is immediat 
G E Z; is a direct sum of indecomposable Za groups, we have Za G 
and so DS Za = DS(& n 3). To show that A’a is W-local, consider aray 
G E W(Z2>. If N 4 G, 3.3 can be used to show that ni is the normal closure 
of a finite subset of G. 
6. CARDINALITY 0F AUTOM~RPHISM GROUPS 
Proof ofLemma 6.2. Suppose A has a W system Y$‘- of subalgebras such 
that WE YY implies cx( W) is finite. 
Let 7 E aut A. Then A has a C system g7 of subalgebras such that 
K E g7 =x T(K) = K: To obtain %, , define a(F) = {T j T is a countable 
ra of A and T(F) n T-~(F) C T}. Since any countabie subset of A is 
contained in a countable subalgebra (e.g., a member of YY), o(F) is a C 
system of A for each finite F C A. Put V, = stab(u) and apply 3.2. 
For all WE ?Y let f( W) be an a-subset of W. By 3.3 there is a W system 
?Z! _C ?Y such that f(U) = F is the same for all U E %. Let I E aut A and 
suppose 7 iF = lF . If U E V, n SV, then T lu = 1 U since F is an a-subset 
of U. Since % n 9ZT is a W system of A, 7 = IA * This shows m(A) < /F ; 
which is finite. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3, Jirst part. Suppose A has a W system YY of sub- 
algebrassuchthatWEw*/autW/ <I Wl.~y~ernrn~6*~,W~~~~(W) 
is finite. Now, applying Lemma 6.2, we conclude u(A) is finite. Hence, 
1 act A / < / A 1) completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3, second part. Lemma 6.4 will imply that 2 is not 
W-downward; the group G satisfies a(G) is infinite together with 3.6 imply 
that G has a C system %? of subgroups such that NE %? implies a(G) is 
infinite and 6.1 implies j aut H 1 > / H /. Hence G cannot have a W system 
of Z subgroups. However, G is complete, so that / ant G / = j G I and 
GE .Z. The proof of Lemma 6.4 consists in showing that, if I X j > Poi 
then the symmetric group G = sym(X) satisfies a(G) is infinite. It is well 
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known that G is a complete group. To show a(G) is infinite, one must show 
that no finite subset of G has trivial centralizer. We shall omit this. 
Notice the alternative formulation of 6.3: Let Z be the class of algebras A 
of countable type satisfying 1 aut A 1 > [ A 1. Then ,Z is C-downward, but 
not C-local. 
Proof of Theorem 6.5. Suppose G has a W system V of complete sub- 
groups. Obviously, G is centerless. Let T E aut G and %?T be as in the proof 
of 6.2. Then %‘” II %?, is a W system of G. For each K E V n VT choose 
X, e K such that 7 lK = conjugation by X, . By 3.3 there is a W system 
f% C YV n C, such that X, = x is the same for all K E %. Evidently T = 
conjugation by X. Hence, G is complete. 
7. ABSOLUTE SIMPLICITY AND COMPOSITION SYSTEMS 
Let A be an algebra, B a subalgebra of A, and 9 a @-system of A. Let < 
be the relation defining Y. Then 9s is a D-system of B, and is given by the 
relation <s = {(x, y) E B2 1 x < y}. 
Suppose (B, 1 h e/l} is an L, system of A and for each h E fl, Gn defines 
a @-system of B, . The Mal’cev technique shows that there is a relation <.+ 
on A which defines a Q-system of A and satisfies: for all X, y E A, there is 
some h E fl such that x <* y iff x & y [14]. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let < be the relation defining Sp. Since A has 
countable type, A has a C system of subalgebras. Suppose that for no C 
system V of A of subalgebras is .& a @-CS of K for all K E%?. Then A 
has a W system 9 of subalgebras such that WE YF a bw is not a @-CS 
of W. Let <‘w be a proper @-refinement of bw. Thus, there exist xw, 
yw E W such that yw Gw a+ but yw z&b xw. . The map W 5 (xN7, yw) 
is constant on some W system % C w by 3.3 and 3.4(2). We now obtain 
a relation <.+ on A by applying the Mal’cev technique to the local cover 
{(U, <;) 1 UE%Y}. Thus for all x,y~A, x <.+y * x <;y (some UE~) 
* x \cu y + x < y. Hence, <* is a @-system of A which refines <. 
Let f(a) = (x,, , ya). Then y0 <.+ x,, because y0 <k x,, for all UE @. 
However, y0 < x0 . Thus, <.+ is a proper @-refinement of <, a contradiction. 
The corollaries are immediate. 
A portion of this paper was presented at the conference on infinite groups 
at the University of Wisconsin, Parkside, June 27-30, 1972. At this meeting 
the author raised the question whether the concept of a W-system is in some 
sense an optimum one for countable local theorems. In particular, can 
Lemma 3.3 be proved for a weaker type of system ? For sets of power K, , 
a result of Fijdor answers this negatively. 
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